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Abstract—We propose to learn a cascade of globally-optimized 

modular boosted ferns (GoMBF) to solve multi-modal facial 

motion regression for real-time 3D facial tracking from a 

monocular RGB camera. GoMBF is a deep composition of 

multiple regression models with each is a boosted ferns initially 

trained to predict partial motion parameters of the same modality, 

and then concatenated together via a global optimization step to 

form a singular strong boosted ferns that can effectively handle the 

whole regression target. It can explicitly cope with the modality 

variety in output variables, while manifesting increased fitting 

power and a faster learning speed comparing against the 

conventional boosted ferns. By further cascading a sequence of 

GoMBFs (GoMBF-Cascade) to regress facial motion parameters, 

we achieve competitive tracking performance on a variety of in-

the-wild videos comparing to the state-of-the-art methods which 

either have higher computational complexity or require much 

more training data. It provides a robust and highly elegant 

solution to real-time 3D facial tracking using a small set of training 

data and hence makes it more practical in real-world applications. 

We further deeply investigate the effect of synthesized facial 

images on training non-deep learning methods such as GoMBF-

Cascade for 3D facial tracking. We apply three types synthetic 

images with various naturalness levels for training two different 

tracking methods, and compare the performance of the tracking 

models trained on real data, on synthetic data and on a mixture of 

data. The experimental results indicate that, i) the model trained 

purely on synthetic facial imageries can hardly generalize well to 

unconstrained real-world data, ii) involving synthetic faces into 

training benefits tracking in some certain scenarios but degrades 

the tracking model’s generalization ability. These two insights 

could benefit a range of non-deep learning facial image analysis 

tasks where the labelled real data is difficult to acquire.   

 
Index Terms—3D facial tracking, compositional learning, 

boosted ferns, synthetic training imagery.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

RACKING 3D facial motion from a monocular RGB camera 

is a fundamental task which benefits a wide range of 

applications such as facial animation [1][2][3], facial 

reenactment [4] and emotion recognition [5]. Over the past 

years, a number of novel tracking algorithms 

[6][7][8][9][10][11][12][13] have been proposed, which led to 

rapid progress in this area. In particular, machine learning-
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based approaches that directly learn a regression function from 

image features to motion parameters greatly improve the 

tracking performance in speed, robustness and ease of use by 

circumventing the compute-intensive online optimization steps 

and leveraging a high-quality training corpus. Whereas the 

current state-of-the-art can deliver impressive tracking results 

even for very challenging cases such as large facial pose [2][11] 

and severe occlusion [8], the regression algorithms they applied 

are still not effective in dealing with multi-modal motion 

parameters. 

Facial motion parameters such as those of head pose and 

expression vary significantly in scale and have different 

influences on facial geometry. Accurately regressing to multi-

modal motion parameters from image features is a challenging 

task. Its learning process is prone to focusing more on 

parameters (e.g. 2D landmark displacements) with higher 

dimensionality and larger magnitude, while neglecting those 

(e.g. rotation angles) that impact heavily on facial geometry but 

with smaller magnitude. To solve this problem, previous 

methods either carefully chose weights to balance the parameter 

effects on feature selection when training a boosted ferns 

[6][14] or minimized a more complicated photo-geometric 

difference loss instead of the parameter difference loss when 

training a convolutional neural network [11][13]. For the first 

method, the process of finding appropriate weights is somewhat 

clumsy and it’s arguable if those empirical weights can 

correctly reflect the parameter’s significance. The latter method 

naturally embeds parameter effects into the gradient of the loss 

function but needs a large dataset for training.  

To tackle the aforementioned problems, we adopt the 

compositional learning framework and propose a novel 

boosting method that can efficiently cope with the modality 

variety in output variables in this paper. The proposed method 

first learns a modular boosted ferns [15] which is a shallow 

composition of several independent regression models with 

each is a boosted ferns trained targeting only partial output 

variables of the same modality. All fern leaves are then 

simultaneously optimized by minimizing a global loss function 

defined on all output variables, which can be solved efficiently 

with Ridge Regression [16]. The complementary information 

between the old biased ferns is thus injected into the refined fern 

leaves, producing a new boosted ferns which is a deep 
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composition of the pre-learnt modality-specific regression 

models and has much stronger predictive power. We call this 

method Globally-optimized Modular Boosted Ferns - GoMBF. 

As in [15][17], we then build facial motion regression with a 

cascade of GoMBFs (GoMBF-Cascade) which progressively 

update motion parameters from an initial state by calling 

GoMBF to estimate an increment stage-by-stage. Extensive 

experiments on in-the-wild videos demonstrate that GoMBF is 

superior in both the fitting power and the learning speed 

comparing against the traditional boosted ferns that has been 

widely applied in 2D/3D facial shape regression [1][2][15]. The 

resulting GoMBF-Cascade regression delivers competitive 3D 

facial tracking performance comparing to the state-of-the-art 

methods [10][11][18][19] which either have a much higher 

computational complexity or require much more training data.  

Along with a reliable regression algorithm, quality training 

data is another key factor to the tracking model’s robustness. 

For 3D facial tracking, the training data typically means facial 

images paired with the ground truth 3D geometry. Such data is 

normally acquired by multi-view stereo [9][20], photometric 

[11] or 2D landmark-based [2] reconstruction which requires 

either complicated and expensive multi-camera setups or 

laborious manual annotations. Alternatively, synthetic 

generation of training imagery provides a more economic and 

efficient data collection way. This approach has shown 

effectiveness on training deep convolutional neural networks 

for accurate 3D facial tracking and reconstruction in recent 

studies [11][21][22]. However, it remains unclear whether the 

synthetic data also works on training non-deep learning 

methods such as GoMBF-Cascade. In this study, we explore 

this question via progressively adjusting the naturalness of 

synthetic images for training two different non-deep learning 

methods (including GoMBF-Cascade) and comparing between 

tracking models that are trained on real data, on synthetic data 

and on a mixture of data. In our experiments, the models trained 

purely on synthesized images have shown poor tracking 

performance on real videos and become more biased after 

incorporating the synthetic data into training.      

In summary, our main contributions are as follows: 

1) Based on compositional learning, we develop a novel 

boosting algorithm – GoMBF which deals effectively with the 

modality variety in output variables. GoMBF shows stronger 

fitting power and a faster learning speed when comparing with 

the conventional boosted ferns [1][2][15]. It can be seamlessly 

adapted to any other multi-output regression tasks in theory. 

2) By cascading GoMBFs for facial motion regression, we 

obtain a competitive 3D facial tracking performance compared 

with the state-of-the-art methods [10][11][18][19] which either 

bear much higher computational complexity or rely on a large-

scale training set. It thus offers a robust and very practical 

solution to real-time 3D facial tracking.  

3) We carry out an in-depth investigation into the effect of 

synthetic data on training non-deep learning methods such as 

GoMBF-Cascade for 3D facial tracking, which provides a novel 

view of the synthetic data’s role in training non-deep learning 

method for facial image analysis where the real labelled data is 

difficult to obtain. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Real-time 3D facial motion capture from a monocular RGB 

video has been extensively studied in computer graphics and 

vision communities. It is normally achieved by estimating a 

group of parameters which encode facial expression and head 

pose within a low-dimensional space from video frames. 

Generally, there are two types of approaches to estimate those 

parameters - optimization-based approach and learning-based 

approach, which divides the existing studies into two main 

streams. In this section, we will review the most relevant works 

from the two categories and also discuss how the synthetic data 

has been used in learning-based approaches. For a more 

comprehensive review on related topics, interested readers are 

directed to [23]. 

A. Optimization-based Approaches 

Optimization-based approach is built upon the idea of 

analysis-by-synthesis where a parametric face model is 

iteratively adapted until the synthesized face matches the target 

image. It is formulated as minimizing a highly non-linear 

objective function which typically enforces alignment on 

sparse/dense feature points [1][7][24] and pixel intensities 

[4][10] between the synthesized result and the input data, while 

regularizing the estimated shape parameters to lie within a valid 

range for generating a plausible face. Solving this optimization 

problem usually requires massive computing power such as 

GPU acceleration to achieve real-time performance [4][10]. 

This hinders the approach’s deployment to platforms with 

limited computing resources.  

B. Learning-based Approaches 

Learning-based approach bypasses the costly optimization 

step by estimating facial motion parameters from image 

features through a regression learned from a hand-picked 

training corpus. Cao et al. [2][14] pioneered this area by 

employing a two-level boosted regression (it is based on 

boosting which is a learning technique that combines several 

weak classifiers/regressors in a cascaded manner to form a 

strong predictive model. The boosting technique has been 

widely applied in various tracking scenarios that are not limited 

to facial tracking, e.g. robust traffic sign tracking [25][26]) – 

Explicit Shape Regression (ESR) [15] to map facial appearance 

features to motion parameters. Their method was trained on 

public image datasets with estimated 3D facial data and 

achieved impressive tracking performance on in-the-wild 

videos. The work opened up a new era of learning-based 3D 

facial tracking and motivated a bunch of follow-ups [3][6][8] 

which extended the tracking to more challenging cases such as 

capturing facial geometry details (e.g. wrinkles and dimples) [3] 

and tracking under severe occlusions [8]. Despite the great 

success achieved by these works, the boosted ferns employed 

in ESR is deficient in handling the modality variety of motion 

parameters whose scale and influence on facial geometry differ 

a lot from each other. To mitigate this problem, a few studies 

[6][14] applied a weighting-vector to balance the parameter 

effects on feature selection in fern learning. This intuitive 

strategy is moderately inefficient and it’s doubtful if those 
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empirical weights can fully reflect the parameter’s significance. 

More recent studies [11][13] instead employed a deep 

convolutional neural network coupled with a photo-geometric 

difference loss to learn the facial motion regression. This 

method inherently incorporates the motion parameter’s 

influence on facial geometry into the gradient of the loss 

function, which however needs a large training corpus (>50K 

training images). Alternatively, the proposed GoMBF first 

learns an exclusive boosted ferns for each kind of motion 

parameters and then optimizes all fern leaves towards the whole 

regression target with linear regression, which explicitly 

handles the output variable’s modality variety in a fairly 

efficient manner. Moreover, the resulting GoMBF-Cascade is 

very data-efficient. It can produce promising tracking results 

with less than 6.5K training images.  

C. Learning from Synthetic Data 

In contrast to traditional 3D facial data harvesting methods 

which need multi-camera setups or manual annotations, 

synthetic generation of training imagery offers a highly 

efficient and economic data collection way. Learning from 

synthetic data is attracting more and more attention in 3D facial 

tracking and reconstruction [11][21][22]. Richardson et al. [21] 

proposed to render photo-realistic 3D facial meshes and images 

using 3D Morphable Model (3DMM) [27] and Phong 

illumination [28] for training a convolutional neural network 

(CNN) for 3D face reconstruction. Though the network was 

trained purely on synthetic data, it generalized well to real-

world face images. Guo et al. [11] later used albedo and lighting 

coefficients inferred from real face images to render more 

natural-look faces for training the CNN. Their model achieved 

high-quality tracking results on in-the-wild videos. A more 

recent study [29] shows that priming deep networks by pre-

training them with synthetic faces is helpful, e.g. it can reduce 

the negative effects of the training data bias. Whereas there is 

continuous evidence manifesting that the synthesized faces 

favour deep learning methods, it remains unclear if such data 

also benefits non-deep learning methods. To our knowledge, 

only McDonagh and his colleagues [6] have succeeded in 

learning a boosted ferns from the synthesized faces for 

personalized 3D facial tracking. However, their synthetic 

generation of training imagery was based on a high-quality 

facial rig of the user’s face obtained from an offline capture 

system and a simulated illumination driven by light probe data 

acquired at the target environment. This process can hardly be 

adapted to unconstrained facial tracking where the target 

environment is unknown in the training phase. In this paper, we 

provide a novel view of the synthetic data’s role in training non-

deep learning methods by incorporating three kinds of synthetic 

data for training GoMBF-Cascade and the aforementioned ESR 

[15], and comparing tracking models trained on real data, on 

synthetic data and on a mixture of data.   

III. METHOD OVERVIEW 

This section overviews our 3D facial tracking framework. 

We first introduce the parametric face model for representing 

the facial shape, then formulate the tracking workflow which is  

 
Fig. 1. 3D facial tracking workflow. 

 

driven by the proposed GoMBF-Cascade motion regression.  

A. Parametric Face Model 

A 3D facial mesh is typically formed with a vector of stacked 

vertex coordinates 𝑆 = [𝑥1, 𝑦1, 𝑧1, … , 𝑥𝑛 , 𝑦𝑛 , 𝑧𝑛]
𝑇 (𝑛 = 53,215 

in this paper) and a predefined connectivity. The lengthy 

coordinate vector can be calculated as a weighted sum of a few 

basis vectors, which leaves weights the only control parameters 

and generates a low-rank representation of the facial mesh: 

 

 𝑆 = 𝐵𝑖𝑑𝛂+ 𝐵𝑒𝑥𝑝𝛅 (1) 

 

As shown in Eq. (1), 𝐵𝑖𝑑 = [𝐛0
𝑖𝑑 , 𝐛1

𝑖𝑑… ,𝐛𝑚𝑖𝑑
𝑖𝑑 ] is the linear basis 

for representing facial identity, in which 𝐛0
𝑖𝑑  is the mean face in 

neutral expression. 𝛂 = [1, 𝛼1, … , 𝛼𝑚𝑖𝑑
]
𝑇

 denotes the relevant 

identity coefficients. 𝐵𝑒𝑥𝑝 = [𝐛1
𝑒𝑥𝑝
, … , 𝐛𝑚𝑒𝑥𝑝

𝑒𝑥𝑝 ] is composed of 

delta blendshapes of the mean face 𝐛0
𝑖𝑑  for representing facial 

expression, whose coefficients - 𝛅 = [𝛿1,… , 𝛿𝑚𝑒𝑥𝑝
]
𝑇

 are 

bounded between 0 and 1. We get 𝐵𝑖𝑑 (𝑚𝑖𝑑 = 80, as we found 

that using only the first 80 of 199 principal components 

supplied by BFM is sufficient to cover the facial identity 

variation in this work) from the Basel Face Model (BFM) [27] 

and generate 𝐵𝑒𝑥𝑝  (𝑚𝑒𝑥𝑝 = 46 , FaceWarehouse provides 46 

blendshapes to represent various facial expressions) from 

FaceWarehouse [30] using deformation transfer [31].  

To map 𝑆 which is measured in world space to image space, 

we apply an ideal pinhole camera model. Given a 3D point 𝐯 in 

𝑆 , the corresponding 2D image point 𝐩 = [𝑝𝑥 , 𝑝𝑦]
𝑇

 can be 

obtained as: 

 

 𝐩 = 𝚷𝐐(𝐑𝐯+ 𝐭) (2) 

 

where 𝐑 is the rotation matrix parameterized by Euler angles 

(yaw, pitch and roll) 𝛉 ∈ ℝ3 , and 𝐭 ∈ ℝ3  is the translation 

vector. 𝚷𝐐  denotes a perspective projection operator 

parameterized by 𝐐 = [𝑓, 0, 𝑢0; 0, 𝑓, 𝑣0;0,0,1]  in which 𝑓  is 

the focal length and (𝑢0, 𝑣0) is the image centre. In practice, the 

estimated 3D face - 𝑆 and the camera model - {𝐐,𝐑, 𝐭} may not 

fully match the face image. To compensate for this discrepancy, 

we follow [2] by using a 2D landmark displacement vector 𝐃 ∈

ℝ132 to add onto the projected landmark coordinates to acquire 

66 more accurate landmarks on the image. 

 The combination of parameters - {𝛂, 𝛅, 𝐐, 𝛉, 𝐭, 𝐃} provides a 

compact representation of both the 3D and 2D facial shapes. 𝛂 

and 𝐐 are invariant across the whole video sequence for the 

Video Frame 

Motion 
Parameters 

Tracked 3D Face 

… 

Parametric Face Model 

Facial Motion 

Regression 
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same human subject. 𝛲 = [𝛅; 𝛉; 𝐭; 𝐃] ∈ ℝ184  controls facial 

motion and changes frame by frame.  

B. Tracking Workflow 

Based on the parametric face model, 3D facial tracking from 

a monocular RGB video can be casted into regressing motion 

parameters 𝛲 from a video frame 𝐼 (see Fig. 1): 

 

 𝑃 = ℛ(𝐼, 𝛂,𝐐, 𝛲0) (3) 

 

where  ℛ(∙)  is the regression function, 𝛲0  denotes the initial 

motion parameters generated from the previous frame’s 

estimation for enforcing temporal coherence. We build ℛ(∙) by 

learning a linear sequence of GoMBFs (GoMBF-Cascade) 

which gradually refines 𝑃 from 𝛲0 to fit with the current frame. 

𝛂 and 𝐐 are estimated from the first frame and keep fixed for 
the remaining frames.  

IV. FACIAL MOTION REGRESSION WITH GOMBF-CASCADE 

This section starts with introducing boosted ferns [15] which 

is the building block of our facial motion regression method. 

Then we elaborate the proposed globally-optimized modular 

boosted ferns - GoMBF and GoMBF-Cascade regression. 

A. Boosted Ferns 

Prediction. Boosted ferns [15] is an ensemble of ferns, each 

fern addresses the residual of the regression target left by the 

preceding ferns. Its prediction is therefore the sum of all ferns’ 

outputs. Fern is a particular instance of decision tree, which 

applies an identical node-splitting test for all nodes at the same 

tree level. The prediction of a fern with 𝐹 + 1 levels can be 

formulated in a compact form: 

 

 𝐲 = 𝐰𝜙(𝐱) (4) 

 

where 𝐰 is a matrix of 2𝐹 columns with each column stores a 

leaf node’s prediction of output variables, 𝜙(∙) represents the 

fern’s structure (the learned node-splitting tests) which maps 

the data sample 𝐱 to a one-hot vector of 2𝐹 rows with each row 

indicating if 𝐱 falls inside a leaf node or not (1 for yes, 0 for no), 

and 𝐲 is the fern’s prediction of 𝐱. The prediction of a boosted 

ferns (see Fig. 2a) with 𝐾 ferns is thus: 

 

 𝐲 = ∑ 𝐰𝑖𝜙𝑖(𝐱)
𝐾
𝑖=1 =𝑊Φ(𝐱) (5) 

 

where 𝑊 = [𝐰1, … ,𝐰𝐾]  and Φ(𝐱) = [𝜙1(𝐱); … ; 𝜙𝐾(𝐱)] 
which is highly sparse. 

Training. Training a boosted ferns equals to progressively 

training a sequence of ferns, where each fern’s training loss is 

defined on the residual of the regression target. Specifically, a 

fern with 𝐹 + 1 levels is built in two consecutive steps:  

1) Learn the mapping function - 𝜙(∙). It is to learn a series of 

node-splitting tests, each for sending a data sample 𝐱 to the 

right child node if the test is satisfied or to the left child node if 

not. Typically, a node-splitting test is about selecting a feature 

from 𝐱 and comparing it to a threshold. As in [15], we calculate 

the differences (referring to image pixel differences in our case) 

between 𝐱’s elements and select the one that has the highest 

Pearson Correlation with a random projection (generated from 

a Gaussian distribution) of the regression target as the feature 

for splitting the node. A threshold is then randomly sampled 

from a uniform distribution which is scaled by the selected 

feature’s maximum absolute value in the training set [15]. After 

repeating the process of feature selection and threshold 

sampling 𝐹 times, we can obtain the fern’s 𝜙(∙). 
2) Learn the leaf matrix - 𝐰 . With the learned 𝜙(∙) , all 

training samples can be sent level by level from the fern root all 

the way down to one of the 2𝐹 leaf nodes. For each leaf node, 

we acquire its prediction of output variables by averaging the 

regression targets of all training samples falling inside this node 

with a shrinkage to overcome overfitting [15] and save it into 

the corresponding column of 𝐰. 

B. Globally-optimized Modular Boosted Ferns 

Whereas boosted ferns has been successfully applied in 

2D/3D shape regression [1][2][6][14][15], we found it has 

limitations when regressing to multi-modal output variables 

such as facial motion parameters 𝛲 = [𝛅;𝛉; 𝐭; 𝐃]. As shown 

above, the prediction of a boosted ferns relies heavily on the 

node-splitting features. The aforementioned correlation-based 

feature selection method can efficiently learn good features 

when output variables are of a single modality. However, if 

output variables such as motion parameters contain multiple 

modalities, it is prone to selecting features that are more 

discriminative to output variables (e.g. 2D landmark 

displacements 𝐃 ) with higher dimensionality and larger 

magnitude, while less informative to those (e.g. rotation angles 

𝛉 ) which are relatively negligible in numerical scale but 

significant in semantics. This severely degrades boosted fern’s 

fitting power. To solve the problem, we follow the 

compositional learning framework and propose a globally-

optimized modular boosted ferns – GoMBF, which is built in 

two consecutive phases (see Fig. 2b): 1) learn a modular 

boosted ferns in which each module regresses partial output 

variables of the same modality; 2) optimize all fern leaves 

towards the whole regression target by solving a linear 

regression.  

 

1) Learning a Modular Boosted Ferns  

A modular boosted ferns is a shallow composition of multiple 

regression models with each is also a boosted ferns trained 

independently for regressing partial output variables of the 

same modality, which refers to the increment of a kind of 

motion parameters in our case (the number of ferns is 𝐾𝛅, 𝐾𝛉, 

𝐾𝐭, 𝐾𝐃 respectively): 

 

 

{
 

 
[∆𝛅;𝟎; 𝟎; 𝟎] = 𝑊𝛅Φ𝛅(𝐱)

[𝟎; ∆𝛉;𝟎; 𝟎] = 𝑊𝛉Φ𝛉(𝐱)

[𝟎;𝟎; ∆𝐭; 𝟎] = 𝑊𝐭Φ𝐭(𝐱)

[𝟎;𝟎; 𝟎; ∆𝐃] = 𝑊𝐃Φ𝐃(𝐱)

 (6) 

 

where ∆𝛅 , ∆𝛉 , ∆𝐭  and ∆𝐃  denote the predictions of motion 

parameter increments, 𝟎 represents the zero vector with variant 

rows for extending the left output vector to match 𝛲’s size.  
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the boosted ferns and the GoMBF built with compositional learning: (a) boosted ferns, (b) GoMBF. 

 

Equation (6) can be written in a more compact form: 

 

 ∆𝑃 = 𝑊𝑃Φ𝑃(𝐱) (7) 

 

where ∆𝑃 = [∆𝛅;∆𝛉; ∆𝐭;∆𝐃] , 𝑊𝑃 = [𝑊𝛅,𝑊𝛉, 𝑊𝐭 ,𝑊𝐃]  and 

Φ𝑃(𝐱) = [Φ𝛅(𝐱);Φ𝛉(𝐱);Φ𝐭(𝐱);Φ𝐃(𝐱)]. The method reduces 

the original difficult regression task to four simpler sub-tasks 

which require a very small number of ferns for each sub-task 

and can be solved efficiently using parallel programming. This 

in turn avoids the interference from the output variable’s 

modality variety on feature selection during fern learning. 

 

2) Global Optimization 

Due to the nature of modular boosted ferns, each module 

learns features biased towards partial output variables of a 

specific modality. Those features are complementary to each 

other, e.g. the features that are discriminative in estimating 

facial expression 𝛅  could also benefit the estimation of 2D 

landmark displacements 𝐃 as both parameters encode non-rigid 

facial motion. However, such complementary information 

between inter-modular ferns has not been exploited when 

making prediction in Eq. (7). For example, 𝑊𝑃 ’s 𝑊𝛅  only 

contributes to predicting expression coefficients 𝛅 , while 

remaining idle when predicting the other three motion 

parameters. It makes the compositional regression model 

loosely articulated and less optimal. To this end, we propose to 

optimize all the pre-learnt fern leaves - 𝑊𝑃  by minimizing a 

common objective function defined on the whole regression 

target: 

 

 min
𝑊𝑝

∑ ‖𝑊𝑃Φ𝑃(𝐱𝑖) − ∆𝑃�̂�‖
2𝑁

𝑖=1  (8) 

 

where 𝑁 is the number of training samples, ∆𝑃�̂� is the regression 

target of sample 𝑖. Equation (8) is the well-known linear least 

squares problem which can be solved efficiently with Ridge 

Regression [16]. After updating Eq. (7) with the new 𝑊𝑝, we 

obtain a globally-optimized modular boosted ferns – GoMBF, 

which is a deep composition of the pre-learnt modality-specific 

regression models. In our 3D facial tracking experiments, 

GoMBF has shown stronger fitting power and a faster learning 

speed than the conventional boosted ferns [15]. Moreover, it 

can be seamlessly applied to any other multi-output regression 

tasks in theory.  

It is worth pointing out that GoMBF has conceptual links 

with two existing methods to some degree, which were 

developed for face alignment [32] and Random Forest 

refinement [33]. However, GoMBF is fundamentally different 

from those two methods in the following two main aspects: 1) 

GoMBF is designed to deal with the modality variety in 

regression output variables, while [32] is to learn discriminative 

local texture features for robust 2D landmark detection and [33] 

is to fill the gap between the training and the testing of Random 

Forest. 2) GoMBF is based on boosted ferns (boosting), while 

both [32] and [33] were based on Random Forest (bagging).  

C. GoMBF-Cascade Regression 

Following the basic idea of cascaded regression which has 

shown robustness in various shape regression tasks 

[15][17][32], we frame our facial motion regression with a 

cascade of GoMBFs, which we name as GoMBF-Cascade (see 

Fig. 3). For a video frame 𝐼, beginning with an initial motion 

vector 𝑃0 , GoMBF-Cascade gradually refines 𝑃  by calling 

GoMBF to estimate a motion increment ∆𝑃𝑡 stage-by-stage: 

 

 𝑃 = 𝑃0 + ∑ ∆𝑃𝑡𝑇
𝑡=1  (9) 

∆𝑃𝑡 = 𝑊𝑃
𝑡Φ𝑃

𝑡 (𝐱𝑡) 
𝐱𝑡 = ℱ𝑡(𝐼, 𝛂,𝐐, 𝑃𝑡−1) 

 

where 𝑇 is the number of stages, 𝑊𝑃
𝑡  and Φ𝑃

𝑡 (∙) represent the 

GoMBF learned at stage 𝑡. 𝐱𝑡  is a vector of pixel intensities 

extracted from image 𝐼  by ℱ𝑡(∙)  for representing the 

appearance of the facial shape - {𝛂,𝐐, 𝑃𝑡−1} output from stage 

𝑡 − 1. ℱ𝑡(∙) is a feature extraction function that extracts facial 

shape-indexed pixel intensity differences from the face image, 

and will be explained in detail in the following part - 3) 

Appearance Vector Extraction.  It can be found that Eq. (9) is a 

detailed expansion of Eq. (3). In the following, we will explain 

in detail the training, runtime prediction and appearance vector 

extraction of the GoMBF-cascade regression. 

 

1) Training 

To train the regression, we first create guess-truth motion 

parameter pairs {�̂�𝑖 , 𝑃𝑖𝑗
0} for each training image 𝐼𝑖. The guess-

⋯ 

Leaf Prediction Matrix  
𝑊 

Indicator Vector 

𝛷(𝐱) 

0
1
0
0
⋮

 × = 

Prediction 

Data Sample - 𝐱 

0.1
0.6
0.7
0.2
⋮

 

Boosted Ferns 

Modular Boosted Ferns  
(Shallow Composition) 

0 0 1 0  1 0 ⋯ 
1 0 0 0  0 1 ⋯ 

0 1 0 0  1 0 ⋯ 
⋮ 

0 1 0 0  1 0 ⋯ 
1 1 0 0  0 0 ⋯ 

0 1 0 1 0 0 ⋯ 
⋮ 

0 0 0 1  1 0 ⋯ 
1 0 0 0  1 0 ⋯ 

0 0 0 1  1 0 ⋯ 
⋮ 

0 0 1 1  0 0 ⋯ 
1 0 1 0  0 0 ⋯ 

0 0 0 0  1 1 ⋯ 
⋮ 

𝐱1
𝐱2
⋮
𝐱𝑁

 

Boosted 

Ferns - ∆𝛅 
Boosted 

Ferns - ∆𝛉 
Boosted 

Ferns - ∆𝐭 
Boosted 

Ferns - ∆𝐃 

{𝐱𝑖} Training Samples - 

{𝛷𝛅(𝐱𝑖)} {𝛷𝛉(𝐱𝑖)} {𝛷𝐭(𝐱𝑖)} {𝛷𝐃(𝐱𝑖)} {𝛷𝑃(𝐱𝑖)} 

min
𝑊𝑝

∑‖𝑊𝑃Φ𝑃(𝐱𝑖) − ∆𝑃�̂�‖
2

𝑁

𝑖=1

 

Boosted 

Ferns - ∆𝑃 
𝑊𝑃 

Global Optimization 
(Deep Composition) (a) (b) 
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truth pairs simulate the runtime situation where facial motion 

between two adjacent video frames is assumed to be small. 

Specifically, given a facial image 𝐼𝑖 and its ground-truth facial 

motion parameters �̂�𝑖 , we set the initial 2D landmark 

displacements as zeros and perturb along �̂�𝑖 ’s three other 

dimensions - �̂�𝑖 , �̂�𝑖 , �̂�𝑖 with random noise to get several guesses 

{𝑃𝑖𝑗
0} of the initial motion parameters 𝑃𝑖

0: 

• Random Expression. 𝑃𝑖𝑗
0 = [𝛅𝑖𝑗

0 ; �̂�𝑖; �̂�𝑖; 𝟎] , where 𝛅𝑖𝑗
0 =

�̂�𝑖′  (𝑖
′ ≠ 𝑖) is the ground-truth expression coefficients of 

image 𝐼𝑖′ which is randomly chosen from the training set. 

• Random Rotation. 𝑃𝑖𝑗
0 = [�̂�𝑖; 𝛉𝑖𝑗

0 ; �̂�𝑖; 𝟎], where 𝛉𝑖𝑗
0 = �̂�𝑖 +

∆𝛉𝑖𝑗. ∆𝛉𝑖𝑗 is composed of random Euler angles sampled 

from three independent normal distributions. 

• Random Translation. 𝑃𝑖𝑗
0 = [�̂�𝑖; �̂�𝑖; 𝐭𝑖𝑗

0 ; 𝟎] , where 𝐭𝑖𝑗
0 =

�̂�𝑖 + ∆𝐭𝑖𝑗 . ∆𝐭𝑖𝑗  is a random translation vector whose 

elements are sampled from three independent normal 

distributions. 

For each training image, we generate 30 guess-truth pairs for 

the random expression category and 8 pairs for each of the other 

two categories.  

After constructing the set of {𝐼𝑖 , 𝛂𝑖 , 𝐐𝑖 , �̂�𝑖 , 𝑃𝑖𝑗
0}, the GoMBF-

cascade regression is trained in 𝑇  stages. In each stage, we 

extract facial shape appearance vectors from all training images 

{𝐼𝑖} with a pre-built ℱ𝑡(∙) and learn a GoMBF - {𝑊𝑃
𝑡 ,Φ𝑃

𝑡 (∙)} 
following the procedure explained in Part A and Part B.   

 

2) Runtime Prediction 

For the first video frame, we locate the face using the Viola-

Jones detector [34] and detect 66 landmarks with a pre-trained 

SDM [35] model. Then, we predict its camera and facial shape 

parameters - {𝛂, 𝐐, 𝑃} by fitting the aforementioned parametric 

face model to the detected 2D landmarks, which is achieved by 

minimizing the following energy with the coordinate-descent 

method:  

 

 𝐸 = 𝐸𝑙𝑎𝑛 +𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑔 (10) 

 𝐸𝑙𝑎𝑛 = ∑ ‖𝚷𝐐 (𝐑(𝐵𝑖𝑑𝛂+ 𝐵𝑒𝑥𝑝𝛅)
(𝑙𝑘)

+ 𝐭) − 𝐩𝑑
(𝑘)‖

2
66
𝑘=1  

 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑔 = 𝑤1 ∑ (
𝛼𝑖

𝜎𝑖
)
2

80
𝑖=1 + 𝑤2 ∑ |𝛿𝑖|

46
𝑖=1  

 

where 𝐸𝑙𝑎𝑛 represent the landmark fitting error and 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑔 is the 

regularization term to enforce 𝛂 to stay statistically close to the 

mean and 𝛅 to be sparse. In 𝐸𝑙𝑎𝑛, 𝐩𝑑
(𝑘)

 is the position of the 𝑘th 

detected 2D landmark and (𝐵𝑖𝑑𝛂+ 𝐵𝑒𝑥𝑝𝛅)
(𝑙𝑘)

 extracts the 

corresponding 𝑙𝑘th vertex on the 3D facial mesh. In 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑔, 𝜎𝑖 is 

the standard deviation of 𝛼𝑖 , 𝑤1  and 𝑤2  balance the two sub-

objectives. We set 𝑤1  and 𝑤2  as 10 and 1 respectively. For 𝐐, 

we set the focal length 𝑓 as 1,000 and the principal point as the 

image center. This simple strategy is proven to be effective in 

our experiment. We then solve for 𝛂 and 𝛅 by applying the L-

BFGS-B solver [36] to constrain 𝛅’s elements to lie within 
[0,1], and find the rigid facial motion {𝐑, 𝐭} using the POSIT 

algorithm [37]. The energy converges in three iterations. After 

each iteration, we update the indices {𝑙𝑘} of contour landmarks  

 
 

Fig. 3. The pipeline of GoMBF-Cascade facial motion regression. 

 

on the facial mesh as in [38]. Once we had the estimations of 
{𝛂, 𝛅, 𝐐, 𝛉, 𝐭}, 𝐃 can be obtained by subtracting the projected 

2D landmark positions as computed in Eq. (2) from the detected 
2D landmark positions.  

For each subsequent frame, we initialize its motion 

parameter 𝑃  based on the estimation 𝑃𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 =

[𝛅𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 ; 𝛉𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣; 𝐭𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣; 𝐃𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣] of the previous frame and call the 

learned GoMBF-Cascade regression to update 𝑃 to align with 

the current facial shape. Specifically, we initialize 𝑃 with 𝛉𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 

and 𝐭𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 , and set it’s 𝐃as zeros. For facial expression, we 

found that directly inheriting𝛅𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣  for initialization will lead to 

implausible expression estimation and the error will accumulate 

across frames. This is probably due to the non-rigid nature of 

facial expression which makes the distribution of expression 

coefficients complex and difficult to be covered by the training 

set with limited samples. To solve the problem, we select from 

the training set the expression coefficients that are closest to 

𝛅𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣  to initialize 𝑃 . The distance between two expression 

coefficient vectors is measured as the mean average distance of 

landmarks extracted from the corresponding 3D facial meshes. 

In practice, we apply multiple initial 𝑃s for regression and take 

the mean of all the outputs as the final prediction. Those initial 

𝑃s are generated with 𝛅𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 ’s 𝐿 closest expression vectors in 

the training set. With the newly predicted facial motion 

parameters, we update the indices of contour landmarks on the 

facial mesh as in [38]. 

 

3) Appearance Vector Extraction 

As shown in Eq. (9), instead of directly sending the image 

into the regressor, a pixel intensity vector for representing facial 

shape appearance is extracted from the image by ℱ𝑡(∙) and fed 

to the stage GoMBF - {𝑊𝑃
𝑡, Φ𝑃

𝑡 (∙)}. The extracted pixels should 

contain the discriminative information of facial motion and 

their locations should be invariant against similarity transform 

(scale, rotation and translation). To this end, we propose to 

generate the feature points by randomly sampling around the 

local regions of reference 2D landmarks (the mean of all 

training images’ 2D landmarks) and index them by the 

barycentric coordinates with respect to the closest Delaunay 

triangles formed by those landmarks as in [2]. Before each stage 

regression, we first generate 𝑀  feature points and save the 

corresponding triangle indices and barycentric coordinates. 

Then, ℱ𝑡(∙)  calculates 2D landmark positions from the 

previous facial shape estimation - {𝛂, 𝐐, 𝑃𝑡−1} and calls the  

GoMBF 

Regression 
𝑊𝑃

𝑡 , 𝛷𝑝
𝑡(𝐱𝑡) 

ℱ𝑡(𝐼, 𝛂, 𝐐, 𝑃𝑡−1) 

𝐱𝑡 

Appearance Vector Extraction  

𝑃𝑡 = 𝑃𝑡−1 + ∆𝑃𝑡 

𝑡 < 𝑇 

𝑡 = 𝑡 + 1 
Yes No 

𝑃 = 𝑃𝑡 
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TABLE I 

RUNTIME ANALYSIS OF THE DEVELOPED TRACKING SYSTEM  

Execution Item Run Time (ms) 

Program initialization (e.g., loading the 

parametric face model and GoMBF-

Cascade model) 

928 

1st video frame 3D face reconstruction  171.8 

Motion parameter regression using 

GoMBF-Cascade for each of the 

subsequent frames 

15.5 

Per-frame 3D face rendering and 

projection using OpenGL 
16 

 

saved indexing information to extract pixels from the image.  

V. EXPERIMENTS 

This section first validates the proposed GoMBF and 

GoMBF-Cascade regression in 3D facial tracking on in-the-

wild videos. Then it deeply investigates the effect of various 

synthetic data on training non-deep learning methods like 

GoMBF-Cascade for 3D facial tracking.  

Implementation. The GoMBF-Cascade regression involves 

a pack of parameters which we set as follows: offline training - 

𝑇 = 10, 𝐹 = 5, 𝐾𝛅 = 𝐾𝛉 = 𝐾𝐭 = 𝐾𝐃 = 80, 𝑀 = 600; runtime 

prediction - 𝐿 = 20. This parameter configuration applies to all 

the following experiments without further specification. Since 

this work focuses on accurate facial motion regression, there is 

no post-processing and parametric face model adaption during 

online tracking as in previous studies [2][8]. The focal length 𝑓 

is empirically set as 1,000 and the facial identity coefficients 𝛂 

are estimated from the first video frame and keep fixed for the 

rest frames. Whereas the setup is somewhat rough and poses 

much bigger challenges on facial motion regression, our 

GoMBF-Cascade is able to produce accurate and temporally-

smooth tracking results. The tracking system is implemented 

using C++ with OpenMP parallelization, and tested on a laptop 

with a quad-core Intel Core i5 (2.30GHz) CPU and an 

integrated web camera producing 640 x 480 video frames. 

Table I reports a detailed runtime analysis for the developed 

tracking system. As shown in the table, the two main online 

execution items including motion parameter regression (15.5ms) 

and 3D face drawing (16ms) together take about 31.5ms, which 

guarantees that the system achieves a 30fps performance.  

A. GoMBF-Cascade Validation 

1) Datasets 

Training Data. Ideally, the proposed method requires an 

image dataset with accurate 2D landmark annotations and 

ground-truth 3D shape parameters that match our parametric 

face model for training. However, there is no such data 

available. As an alternative, we select images from three public 

face datasets and generate the corresponding 2D/3D labels by 

ourselves. Our training images are from 300W-3D [39], 

FaceWarehouse [30] and Multi-PIE [40]: 

300W-3D contains 3,837 in-the-wild face images, each being 

offered with 68 hand-labelled landmarks (we discard the two 

points on the inner mouth corners in this work) and a 

reconstructed 3D facial mesh. For each image, we first estimate  
 

TABLE II 

TRAINING AND TESTING DATASETS  

Training Set 

300W-3D  3,837 images, >500 subjects 

FaceWarehouse  1,600 images, 80 subjects 

Multi-PIE 1,024 images, 63 subjects 

Testing Set 

300VW 

004, 007, 009, 018, 019, 

028, 037, 044, 048, 119, 

143, 205, 208, 213, 223, 

224, 405, 524, 531, 558. 

Live Video Streams  

 

identity and expression coefficients -  {𝛂, 𝛅}  by fitting our 

parametric face model to the provided 3D facial mesh based on 

landmark constraints. The fitting process resembles the one 

expressed in Eq. (10) with the only difference that 𝐸𝑙𝑎𝑛 

measures 3D landmark distances in world space this time. We 

then get 𝐐 by fixing the focal length 𝑓 to 1,000 and estimate the 

rotation and translation parameters - {𝛉, 𝐭} using the POSIT 

algorithm [37]. Finally, 𝐃  can be easily calculated by 

comparing the 2D landmarks projected from the estimated 3D 

face to the hand-labelled landmarks. 

FaceWarehouse consists of 3,000 near-frontal face images 

captured from 150 human subjects under controlled indoor 

environment. We choose 1,600 images of 80 subjects to use in 

our experiment and detect 66 landmarks for each image using a 

pre-trained SDM model [35]. Since the algorithmic landmark 

detection is not accurate enough, we go through all the images 

and manually adjust the misaligned landmarks. We later follow 

the process explained in Eq. (10) to estimate 3D shape 

parameters from 2D landmark labels. To correct implausible 

facial expression estimations, we further manually tune the 

expression coefficients. The identity and head pose parameters 

are updated afterwards to align with the new facial expression 

coefficients using a similar fitting method as described above.        

Multi-PIE provides more than 4K indoor face images 

captured from 337 subjects. The images cover various facial 

expressions, head poses and illumination conditions. Each 

image has been manually annotated with 68 landmarks. We 

select 1,024 images of 63 subjects for training our facial motion 

regression. The corresponding 3D facial data is obtained with 

the same approach used for processing the FaceWarehouse data.  

Overall, we collected 6,461 images for training (see Table II 

for details of the training set). Despite the relatively smaller size 

of training set, the proposed GoMBF-Cascade regression 

delivers tracking results competitive to the state-of-the-art 

methods [11][18][19] that used much more training data.   

Testing Data. The tracking system has been evaluated on 20 

challenging in-the-wild videos from 300VW [41]. Each video 

records the facial performance of a human subject in an 

unconstrained environment. The videos have been labelled with 

68 2D landmarks frame by frame, providing a good benchmark 

to assess our tracking system that also outputs 2D landmarks. 

After scrutinizing the videos, we discard those that cannot be 

tracked since the first frame and then randomly select 20 videos 

from the rest of 300VW. The corresponding video information 

is listed in Table II. In addition, our tracking system has also  
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Fig. 4. Comparison between GoMBF-Cascade and ESR on 2D landmark 

tracking. 

 
Fig. 5. The training convergence curves of GoMBF-Cascade and ESR. 

 

been tested on live video streams. 

 

2) Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods 

We first validate GoMBF by comparing GoMBF-Cascade 

with the Explicit Shape Regression (ESR) method [15] which 

has been widely applied in 2D/3D facial tracking [1][2][6]. 

GoMBF-Cascade differs from ESR by employing GoMBF 

instead of the conventional boosted ferns as the stage regressor. 

For fair comparison, we implement ESR with the same 

appearance vector extraction function ℱ(∙) and other setups as 

that used in GoMBF-Cascade regression: training - 𝑇 = 10, 

𝐹 = 5, 𝐾 = 320, 𝑀 = 600; runtime prediction - 𝐿 = 20. ESR 

and GoMBF-Cascade are then trained on the same training set 

as introduced above. We test the two tracking models - 

GoMBF-Cascade and ESR on the selected 300VW videos. The 

tracking results are evaluated both quantitatively and visually.  

For quantitative comparison, we apply the widely-accepted 

point-to-point root mean square error (normalized by the face’s 

inter-ocular distance) between the tracked 2D landmarks and 

the ground-truth annotations [41]. For each video, we report the 

error averaged over all landmarks and video frames. As shown 

in Fig. 4, GoMBF-Cascade delivers lower 2D landmark 

tracking error for most of the 300VW videos than ESR. In 

addition to the improved runtime tracking performance, 

GoMBF-Cascade exhibits faster convergence than ESR during 

training (see Fig. 5, the error is measured as the RMSE between 

the 2D landmark annotations and predictions). We believe that 

this benefits from the mechanism of GoMBF which exploits the 

complementary information between inter-modular boosted 

ferns and refines fern leaves towards the final regression target. 

What’s more, GoMBF-Cascade enables parallel training when 

learning the modular boosted ferns. This significantly reduces 

the training time as compared to the traditional boosted ferns  

 
 

Fig. 6. GoMBF-Cascade tracks facial expressions more accurately than ESR. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. GoMBF-Cascade shows higher resilience to occlusions than ESR. 

 

which has to be learned sequentially. In our experiment, it took 

about 3,532s to train a stage boosted ferns in ESR, while it only 

took 1,228s for GoMBF-Cascade, saving about 65.2% training 

time. We also visually compare GoMBF-Cascade and ESR by 

rendering out the tracked 3D faces. As shown in Fig. 6, 

GoMBF-Cascade is able to track facial expressions especially 

the mouth movements more precisely than ESR. GoMBF-

Cascade is also found to be much more resilient to occlusions 

than ESR (see Fig. 7). In conclusion, both quantitative and 

visual results demonstrate that the proposed GoMBF 

outperforms the conventional boosted ferns in fitting power and 
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learning speed. 

To further verify the robustness of our GoMBF-Cascade 

regression, we compare its tracking results with those output 

from two state-of-the-art 3D facial tracking approaches - [10] 

and [11], and two 3D face alignment approaches - PRNet [18] 

and 3DDFA_V2 [19]. For the latter two approaches, although 

they treat the 3D facial tracking problem as a combination of 

independent single image 3D face alignment issues without 

utilizing the correlative information between adjacent video 

frames, they can still generate accurate and stable tracking 

results. [10] is a typical optimization-based method which casts 

the tracking process into minimizing a highly non-linear 

objective function that enforces alignment on sparse feature 

points and pixel intensities between the reconstructed 3D face 

and the input video frame. [11][18][19] instead resort to 

convolutional neural networks (CNN) to regress facial shape 

parameters from facial images. Please note that the authors of 

[10] and [11] provided us the videos which have rendered and 

projected the 3D faces tracked by their methods into each frame 

for visual comparison. The authors of [18] and [19] have made 

their codes and trained alignment models publicly available12. 

We thus directly test their released models on the 

aforementioned 20 300VW videos and compare their tracking 

results with ours both quantitatively and visually.         

As shown in Fig. 8, GoMBF-Cascade achieves competitive 

tracking performance against the two tracking methods that 

either relied on a complicated and compute-intensive photo-

geometric fitting process [10] which needs GPU computing to 

achieve real-time performance, or was trained on a large-scale 

dataset of 80K facial images [11] which are almost 12.4 times 

more than the number of images (6,461) used to train GoMBF-

Cascade. It can also be found that GoMBF-Cascade shows 

improved performance on tracking eye closure and mouth 

movements than the aforementioned two methods.  

The 3D facial models of PRNet [18] and 3DDFA_V2 [19] 

apply the same mesh topology as that of ours, which enables 

quantitative comparison on 2D facial landmark tracking. 

However, the 17 jawline landmarks output from PRNet and 

3DDFA_V2 are inconsistent with the ground-truth landmark 

annotations provided by 300VW [41]. For fair comparison, we 

disregard those jawline landmarks when calculating the 

normalized point-to-point root mean square error mentioned 

above. The corresponding landmark tracking errors of PRNet, 

3DDFA_V2 and GoMBF-Cascade are shown in Fig. 9a. As 

shown in the figure, GoMBF-Cascade outputs much smaller 

tracking errors than PRNet and 3DDFA_V2 on most videos. 

The average tracking error across all 20 videos is 0.0354 for 

GoMBF-Cascade, declining about 8.53% and 16.7% 

respectively compared against PRNet (0.0387) and 

3DDFA_V2 (0.0425). The visual 2D and 3D tracking results 

exhibited in Fig. 9a and 9b further demonstrate that GoMBF-

Cascade performs better than PRNet and 3DDFA_V2 on 

capturing eye and mouth movements.   

Furthermore, tracking results on live video streams also 

demonstrate the robustness of GoMBF-Cascade (see Fig. 10).  

 
1 PRNet [18] - https://github.com/YadiraF/PRNet.  

 
 

Fig. 8. Comparison between GoMBF-Cascade and two state-of-the-art 3D 

facial tracking approaches - [10] and [11]. Please note that the authors of [10] 

provided us two videos which are not included in 300VW for evaluation. They 

also provided us the videos with the 3D faces tracked by their method rendered 

into them for visual comparison, which makes the 3D facial mesh (shown in 

blue colour) look different from the rest 3D faces presented in this paper.   

2 3DDFA_V2 [19] - https://github.com/cleardusk/3DDFA_V2 

                   Ma et al. [10]            GoMBF-Cascade 

                    Guo et al. [11]                GoMBF-Cascade 
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a. 2D landmark tracking results 

 

 
 

b. 3D facial tracking results 

 

Fig. 9. Comparison between GoMBF-Cascade and two state-of-the-art 3D face 

alignment approaches - PRNet [18] and 3DDFA_V2 [19]. a. quantitative and 

visual comparison on 2D facial landmark tracking; b. visual comparison on 3D 

facial tracking. Comparing against PRNet and 3DDFA_V2, GoMBF-Cascade 

outputs smaller tracking errors on most of the 20 300VW videos, and shows 

improved performance on capturing eye and mouth movements.    

 

 

 
 

Fig. 10. Tracking results of GoMBF-Cascade on live video streams. 

 

TABLE III 

COMPARISON ON TRAINING DATA CONSUMPTION BETWEEN GOMBF-

CASCADE AND THE DEEP LEARNING APPROACHES  

Method Training Data Consumption 

Guo et al. [11]  80K synthesized images 

PRNet [18] ~122K images from 300W-LP [39] 

3DDFA_V2 [19] ~122K images from 300W-LP [39] 

GoMBF-Cascade 
~6.4K images from 300W-3D, 

FaceWarehouse and Multi-PIE 

 

Please note that our tracking results are purely based on the 

proposed GoMBF-Cascade regression without any post-

processing on the regressed expression and head pose 

parameters. Moreover, the GoMBF-Cascade model used for 

evaluation above was trained with only 6,461 images from 

300W-3D, FaceWarehouse and Multi-PIE (see Table I). 

GoMBF-Cascade is hence fairly data-efficient in contrast with 

the three deep learning approaches – Guo et al. [11], PRNet [18] 

and 3DDFA_V2 [19] assessed in this paper which used 80K, 

122K and 122K images respectively for training (see Table III). 

Consequently, GoMBF-Cascade provides a highly robust and 

elegant solution to 3D facial tracking with a reasonably small 

set of training data. (For more tracking results, please refer to 

the supplementary video of this paper) 

B. Training with Synthetic Data 

As described above, collecting facial images with accurate 

3D geometry is tedious, which normally needs time-consuming 

human inspection and correction. As an alternative, 

synthesizing facial imagery for training is highly-efficient and 

provides fully accurate 3D labels. Whereas this novel data 

harvesting method has been successfully applied in 3D facial 

tracking and reconstruction using deep learning [11][21][22], it 

remains unclear if the synthetic data also favours non-deep 

learning methods such as GoMBF-Cascade and ESR. This part 

investigates the largely unexplored problem by using three 
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types of synthetic facial imagery with various naturalness levels 

to train GoMBF-Cascade and ESR. The tracking models trained 

on real data, on synthetic data and on a mixture of data are then 

compared with each other.   

 

1) Synthesizing Training Imagery 

In computer graphics, simulating real-world lighting and 

facial texture is crucial in rendering photo-realistic faces. Based 

on this insight, we apply three different lighting and texture 

models to synthesize facial imageries with various naturalness 

levels: 

At the first stage, we incorporate BFM’s texture components 

[27] and Phong illumination [28] into our parametric face 

model to render new faces. To cover a wide range of facial 

shapes, poses and lighting conditions, we construct multiple 

groups of rendering parameters. Specifically, we generate 40 

3D heads by randomly sampling shape and texture coefficients 

from the corresponding normal distributions provided by BFM. 

For each head, 30 samples in various poses are generated, 

including 10 with neutral expression and specified head poses, 

10 in frontal pose but with specified expressions, and 10 with 

random head poses and expressions (head pose and expression 

coefficients are chosen from the pre-built 300W-3D dataset). 

To render each head sample, we randomly select four lighting 

conditions from a set consisting of 72 Phong illumination 

models which vary in components of direction, specular 

reflection, diffuse reflection, ambient reflection and shininess. 

In total, we synthesize 4,800 3D head samples. After defining a 

perfect pinhole camera model with a focal length of 1,000 and 

setting the image size to 450 x 450, all the 3D heads are 

rendered to images with a background filled with Gaussian 

noise (see Fig. 11a for examples). 

As BFM [27] and Phong illumination [28] only simulate the 

facial texture and scene lighting in a coarse level, the synthetic 

faces from the first stage look rough and present clear artefacts. 

To improve the naturalness of the synthesized faces, we utilise 

a bundle of 20 high-quality head texture maps captured with a 

commercial photogrammetry rig3. The texture maps pair with 

two base meshes of an identical topology. Each texture 

occupies exactly the same UV and can be swapped out 

conveniently for a different texture, hence resulting in 40 

different 3D heads. Since the base mesh is in repose, we 

generate its delta blendshapes using deformation transfer [31] 

to enable facial expression modelling. For each base mesh, we 

also manually annotate 66 landmarks which share the same 

semantic meaning as those used in our parametric face model. 

With the matched 3D landmarks, we can easily estimate from 

the synthesized 3D head the required shape parameters using 

the approach mentioned in 300W-3D data processing. To 

realistically illuminate the head, we apply an image-based 

lighting technique in which high dynamic range (HDR) 

panoramic images are used to provide the environment lighting. 

The technique captures omni-directional light information of a 

real-world scene and stores it into pixels of a HDR image which 

can be projected to a sphere simulating the surrounding space 

 
3 https://www.3dscanstore.com/. 

 
Fig. 11. Synthesized facial images. 

 

 
 

Fig. 12. Materials for generating SynData2. Top row: high-quality texture map 

and textured 3D facial mesh; middle row: HDR images; bottom row: the 

synthesized facial images. 

 

of the target object. We collect 12 HDR images (see Fig. 12) 

which were captured from common indoor and outdoor scenes 

such as train station, hotel room and misty pines. Following the 

procedure as described in the first stage, we generate 30 

samples in various poses for each 3D head. Each head sample 

is then rendered to 450 x 450 images with four lighting 

conditions and the image’s background is set as the scene 

exhibited in the corresponding HDR image for more natural 

synthesis. We use the inbuilt Cycles path-tracing engine of 

Blender4 for rendering. As shown in Fig. 11b, highly photo-

realistic facial images with fine texture features such as pores 

and wrinkles can be synthesized.  

Comparing to in-the-wild data, facial images synthesized in 

the first two stages still have pronounced artefacts, e.g. the lack 

of inner-mouth structure, limited variations in facial shape, 

lighting and background. In this stage, we turn to another kind 

of synthetic data [11] which is derived from using facial shape,  

4 https://www.blender.org/. 

c. SynData3 

b. SynData2 

a. SynData1 
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TABLE IV 

SYNTHETIC DATASETS 

SynData1 (4,800 images) - 40 3D heads randomly generated from BFM. 

- Each head is rendered with 30 different poses 

and 4 Phong illumination conditions.  

SynData2 (4,800 images) - 40 3D heads with very high-quality texture. 

- Each head is rendered with 30 different poses 

and 4 natural lighting conditions simulated with 

HDR images.  

SynData3 (9,300 images) - Selected from CoarseData [13] which was built 

by applying lighting and texture estimated from 

in-the-wild facial images.  

 

texture and lighting estimated from real-world images for 

rendering. By further warping the background region of the 

source image to fit the new face, the synthetic image can look 

very similar to real-world counterpart. Guo et al. [11] have 

released such a dataset which was named CoarseData (see Fig. 

11c). The dataset was generated from 3,131 300W-3D images, 

with each image being augmented 30 times to cover more facial 

expressions and head poses. In our experiment, we randomly 

select 9,300 images (about 3 samples for each original 300W-

3D image) from CoarseData and apply the same method used 

in processing the 300W-3D data to get the ground-truth shape 

parameters that fit our parametric face model. 

For convenience, we call the training set built in Part A as 

RealData, the three synthetic datasets as SynData1, SynData2 

and SynData3 respectively. The corresponding information is 

listed in Table IV. 

 

2) Tracking Model Comparison – GoMBF-Cascade    

Taking the GoMBF-Cascade regression trained on RealData 

as the baseline model, we evaluate the models trained purely on 

synthetic data or on a mixture of real and synthetic data in 

tracking 300VW videos.  

Training on synthetic data.  To introduce sufficient facial 

shape and appearance variations during regression learning, we 

train three GoMBF-Cascade models which are on the mixture 

of SynData1 and SynData2 (SynData1&2), on SynData3, and 

on all the synthesized facial images (SynData1&2&3) 

respectively. We follow the same setups as training with 

RealData. The three models are then tested on 300VW videos 

and compared to the baseline model by calculating the 

aforementioned 2D landmark tracking error. As shown in Fig. 

13, the models trained purely with synthetic facial images 

output much bigger tracking errors than the baseline model, 

especially the model trained with SynData1&2 which 

completely lost the face in some videos such as video-044 (with 

an error of 110.47). Even for the models trained with SynData3 

which comprises synthesized facial images looking very close 

to the real in-the-wild data, the tracking accuracy is still sharply 

lower than the baseline model’s.  

It is worth pointing out that McDonagh et al. [6] successfully 

learned an ESR-based facial motion regression for personalized 

3D facial tracking from synthesized training imageries. 

However, their synthetic images were rendered from a high-

quality facial rig (built from an offline facial capture system) 

that fits tightly with the user’s facial geometry and appearance, 

and an illumination model driven by light probe data acquired  

 
Fig. 13. Comparison between the GoMBF-Cascade models trained purely on 

synthetic data and the baseline model (error ≫ 0.08 has been cut off).  

 

 
Fig. 14. Comparison between the GoMBF-Cascade models trained on the 

mixture of data and the baseline model (error ≫ 0.08 has been cut off).  

 

at the target environment. This can hardly be achieved in 

unconstrained facial tracking scenario where the target 

environment and user are unknown in the training phase.     

Training on mixed data. To further investigate the impact of 

synthesized facial images, we sequentially mix the synthetic 

data with the real data for training GoMBF-Cascade. As a result, 

we generate three tracking models. Fig. 14 presents the 2D 

landmark tracking errors of these three models on 300VW 

videos. As shown in the figure, for most videos, at least one of 

the three models trained on the mixed data exhibits improved 

tracking performance than the baseline model.  However, none 

of them is as reliable as the baseline model that can be 

generalized well to all the testing videos. The model trained 

with SynData1 even outputs an extremely large tracking error – 

19.56 on video-037.   

 

3) Tracking Model Comparison - ESR  

We then replace GoMBF-Cascade with ESR [15] and repeat 

the aforementioned training and comparison workflow again. 

The relevant results are exhibited in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16. As 

shown in the figures, compared with the baseline model, the 

models trained purely with synthetic data output much poorer 

and less stable tracking results, while the models trained with 

the mixed data show similar tracking performance but output 

much bigger tracking errors for some videos such as video-405.  
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Fig. 15. Comparison between the ESR models trained purely on synthetic data 

and the baseline model (error ≫ 0.08 has been cut off).  

 

 
Fig. 16. Comparison between the ESR models trained on the mixture of data 

and the baseline model (error ≫ 0.08 has been cut off).  

 

These results are close to those observed in the previous 

experiment.  

 

4) Analysis 

From the two experiments above, we find that: 1) the 

GoMBF-Cascade or ESR tracking model trained purely on 

synthesized facial images cannot generalize well to 

unconstrained real-world data; 2) involving synthetic facial 

images into training benefits tracking in some certain scenarios, 

but degrades the tracking model’s generalization ability. 

Interestingly, these two findings are contrary to those observed 

in deep learning-based 2D/3D facial tracking and 

reconstruction [11][21][22][29]. As reported in [11][21][22], 

facial tracking/reconstruction CNN models that work well on 

real-world data can be learned only with similar synthetic facial 

images as SynData1 and SynData3. In [29], the authors find that 

priming deep networks by pre-training them with synthetic 

facial images is helpful for reducing the negative effects of the 

training data bias. Presumably, the discrepancy is mainly 

caused by the different feature learning capabilities between 

deep and non-deep learning methods.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we first develop a novel regression method 

called GoMBF-Cascade for real-time 3D facial tracking from a 

monocular RGB video. GoMBF-Cascade is mainly featured 

with a sequence of globally-optimized modular boosted ferns – 

GoMBF, which is built with compositional learning and can 

efficiently handle the modality variety in facial motion 

parameters during regression. Compared with the conventional 

boosted ferns [1][2][15], GoMBF exhibits stronger fitting 

power and a higher learning speed. In theory, GoMBF can be 

seamlessly adapted to any other multi-output regression tasks. 

The resulting GoMBF-Cascade regression has been validated in 

3D facial tracking on in-the-wild videos and live video streams. 

It delivers competitive tracking performance comparing against 

the state-of-the-art methods [10][11] which require a large-

scale training set or have a much higher computational 

complexity, hence providing a robust and highly elegant 

solution to real-time 3D facial tracking.  

We also systematically investigate the effect of synthesized 

facial imageries on training non-deep learning method such as 

GoMBF-Cascade for 3D facial tracking. We apply three 

different kinds of synthetic facial images with various 

naturalness level for training two different methods (including 

GoMBF-Cascade) and compare the tracking models trained on 

real data, on synthetic data and on a mixture of data. Our 

experimental results show that, 1) training purely with 

synthesized facial images can hardly deliver a robust 3D facial 

tracking model that generalizes well to unconstrained real-

world data; 2) involving synthetic images into training can 

benefit tracking in some certain scenarios, but harms the 

tracking model’s generalization ability. This provides a 

different understanding of learning from synthetic facial images 

as those formed in deep learning-based 2D/3D facial tracking 

and reconstruction [11][21][22][29]. It is supposed to be caused 

by the different feature learning capabilities between deep and 

non-deep learning approaches. We believe the findings can 

benefit a series of non-deep learning facial image analysis tasks 

where the labelled real data is difficult to access.   

The aforementioned study also posed an interesting question 

– how to synthesize facial images that can be adapted to training 

both deep and non-deep learning models (e.g. GoMBF-Cascade 

and ESR). An intuitive solution is to improve the realism of 

synthesized images to a level that can hardly be discriminated 

from the real-world images. Recent advancements in face 

image generation with generative adversarial network (GAN) 

have enabled fine-grained control over identity, age, pose, 

expression, hair colour and illumination when generating 

highly-realistic human faces [42][43][44]. This motivates us to 

solve a more challenging problem, aiming at tuning 3D shape 

parameters such as blendshape and head pose coefficients to 

synthesize completely matchable and natural face images.  The 

resulting methods would be able to synthesize facial images 

with ground-truth 3D shape labels in an extremely efficient 

manner, hence boosting both deep and non-deep learning face 

analysis tasks such as 3D facial tracking.    
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